


● The need for: (a) accurate presentation of news; and (b) free expression of opinion in 

newspapers (section 58(2A)). 

The PIIN is enclosed and will be published on gov.uk later today. 

Creation of a relevant merger situation 

The Secretary of State has noted your representations. As a result of the information provided 

to her, the Secretary of State has reasonable grounds for suspecting that arrangements are 

in progress or in contemplation which, if carried into effect, will result in the creation of a 

relevant merger situation (RMS). That RMS is not the same as the RMS referred to in the PIIN 

of 30 November 2023, which related specifically to the proposed acquisition of TMG by 

Redbird IMI Media Joint Venture, LCC. Following the restructure, Redbird IMI Media Joint 

Venture, LCC is no longer part of the corporate structure of the proposed acquisition of TMG, 

as it has been replaced by RB IMI AIV Limited Partnership. The TMG investment will therefore 

no longer be held under the Redbird IMI Joint Venture, but under this new holding entity. As a 

result of RB Investco Limited being transferred to RB IMI AIV Limited Partnership, on 

completion of the call option this Partnership will own TMG. 

Public interest considerations 

The need for accurate presentation of news and free expression of opinion in newspapers 

As a result of the creation of the relevant merger situation, RB Investco Limited would gain 

ownership and control over TMG and therefore The Telegraph and Sunday Telegraph 

newspapers (the Newspapers). 

The Secretary of State notes your representations that this is a practical and technical step, 

taken to clarify for her, CMA, and Ofcom, that IMI is an entirely passive investor with 

absolutely no management or operational rights in relation to TMG. 

However, as was the case under the PIIN issued on 30 November 2023, under the new 

corporate structure, RB Investco - as a subsidiary of RB IMI AIV Limited Partnership - would, 

in this new RMS, still gain ownership and control over TMG and therefore The Telegraph 

and Sunday Telegraph newspapers (the Newspapers). IMI remains the majority stakeholder 

in both RB Investco and RB IMI AIV Limited Partnership; and IMI is privately owned by a 

member of the UAE government. The Secretary of State therefore remains concerned about 

the potential influence of International Media Investments (“IMI”) over TMG which could 

affect the free expression of opinion and accurate presentation of news in the Newspapers. 

In accordance with paragraph 5.5 of the Guidance, the impact of the relevant merger is likely 

to be assessed by reference of past behaviour by the enterprises in question, or by the 

persons with control of such enterprises. As such, the Secretary of State remains concerned 

about the potential for influence over the Newspapers’ newspaper operations, including 
editorial operations, given that the aforementioned parties connected to Redbird IMI have 

links to or control of media organisations that have been critiqued with regard to the accuracy 

of their presentation of news and/or freedom of expression.   
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